How to get to Glasgow SEC

**Car/Parking** - The SEC (Scottish Event Campus) is conveniently situated for motorists, just off the M8 motorway and with plenty of parking. 1 – 12 hours parking costs £11 [Find out more here](#).

**Taxi** - There is a Glasgow Taxis pick-up and drop-off point outside the SEC Armadillo – an average journey from the city centre will cost around £7 [More details here](#).

**Train** – The main Glasgow train station is Glasgow Central station. There are more than 20 direct trains per day from London and direct trains from Edinburgh run every 15 minutes on weekdays.

Once in the city centre, the SEC is a 3-minute train ride from Glasgow Central. The SEC has its own dedicated railway station – Exhibitor Centre – allowing easy access from the city centre and suburbs. There are six trains an hour (around every 10 minutes) from Glasgow Central station, departing from Platform 17. [Check National Rail here](#).

**Bus** - Coach operators run services to Glasgow’s Buchanan Bus Station from throughout the UK. The X19 Stagecoach service operates near to the Scottish Event Campus, stopping on Finnieston Street, only a few minutes’ walk from the venues [X19 Stagecoach timetables](#).

**Plane** - Glasgow is served by three international airports, with connections across the world. There are over 45 flights from London a day. Glasgow Airport (GLA) serves most major international airlines. It’s located 8 miles (13km) west of the city. [Glasgow Airport](#).

**Walking** - Walk from Glasgow Central station to the SEC.
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